“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:1]
(AFFILIATED TO CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY)

APTITUED TEST
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Please switch off your handset while in examination hall.
2. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
3. Only paper provided to you online and used that as question paper.
4. Draw only on one side of the paper.
5. Answer each question by drawing representation only.
6. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
7. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets/
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result.

Q1. Draw as many objects as possible with at least one square in it. They can be any objects
below your eye level.
Q2. What is the number of differences between the two images?

Q3. How many squares amperes in the image given below?

Q4. Draw the fruits as many as possible, which are oval in a shape and round in a shape?

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo
Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET
SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:2]
(AFFILIATED TO CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY)

APTITUED TEST
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Please switch off your handset while in examination hall.
2. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
3. Only paper provided to you online and used that as question paper
paper.
4. Draw only on one side of the paper.
5. Answer each question
on by drawing representation only
only.
6. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
7. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets/
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result

Q1. Name and draw the instruments in compass box.
Q2. Intersect 3 squares in different compositions. Try to explore combinations as many as
possible.
Q3. The character belongs to which cartoon animation
animation?

Q4. Draw a 4-5
5 different shapes of door handles

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo
Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET
SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:3]
(AFFILIATED TO CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY)

APTITUED TEST
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Please switch off your handset while in examination hall.
2. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
3. Only paper provided to you online and used that as question paper
paper.
4. Draw only on one side of the paper.
5. Answer each question
on by drawing representation only
only.
6. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
7. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets/
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result

Q1. Identify the animal from the tail shown in the image below.
A. COW
B. HORSE
C. BUFFALO
D. ELEPHANT

Q2. Give the list of Indian currency notes and coins in use.

Q3. Identify the person from the photograph shown below.

Q4. Make a one boat and one plane from any paper.
Q5. Mention the materials for the products shown below.

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:4]
(AFFILIATED TO CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY)

APTITUED TEST
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Please switch off your handset while in examination hall.
2. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
3. Only paper provided to you online and used that as question paper.
4. Draw only on one side of the paper.
5. Answer each question by drawing representation only.
6. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
7. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets/
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result

Q1. An intersection is a point where two or more lines/curves meet or cross. How many
intersections are there in the figure given below?

Q2. Draw line drawings of 5 elements lying in front of your eyes.

Q3. How many glasses will remain empty if you half
half-fill
fill some of the empty glasses, from the
given set of filled glasses?

Q4. Draw 5 different types of tea cups.
Q5. Draw 5 different types of tea cups.

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo
Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET
SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:5]
(AFFILIATED TO CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY)

APTITUED TEST
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Please switch off your handset while in examination hall.
2. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
3. Only paper provided to you online and used that as question paper
paper.
4. Draw only on one side of the paper.
5. Answer each question
on by drawing representation only
only.
6. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
7. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets/
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result

Q1. Draw a step-by-step
step procedure to make a cup of tea, in maximum SEVEN steps.
Q2. Make a sketch of a plate with pieces of onions and tomatoes.
Q3. Spot the 08 difference

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

“Styles come and go. Good design is a language, not a style.” –Massimo Vignelli

SMAIDET- 2020 [PAPER:1]
(CHARUTAR VIDYAMANDAL UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE)

APTITUED TEST (ONLINE)
Time: 1 hour
Total Marks: 100
NOTES:
1. Write your name clearly on the right side upper corner of your page.
2. Answer each question by drawing representation only.
3. Return your answer sheet through Email to principal.smaid@cvmu.edu.in or rumasmaid@gmail.com as
converted in JPEG format.
4. Follow the following procedure to send your answer sheets…
Step :1 Complete your answer sheets
Step :2 Use your phone to take a photo of your Answer sheets
Step: 3 Whatsapp this photo to 9904221479
Step :4 Our college will contact you soon with the result.

Q1. Draw as many objects as possible with at least one square in it. They can be any objects
below your eye level.
Q2. What is the number of differences between the two images?

Q3. How many squares amperes in the image given below?

Q4. Draw the fruits as many as possible, which are oval in a shape and round in a shape?

“Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent.” –Joe Sparano

